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Mark schemes are prepared by the Lead Assessment Writer and considered, together with the 

relevant questions, by a panel of subject teachers.  This mark scheme includes any amendments 

made at the standardisation events which all associates participate in and is the scheme which was 

used by them in this examination.  The standardisation process ensures that the mark scheme covers 

the students’ responses to questions and that every associate understands and applies it in the same 

correct way.  As preparation for standardisation each associate analyses a number of students’ 

scripts.  Alternative answers not already covered by the mark scheme are discussed and legislated 

for.  If, after the standardisation process, associates encounter unusual answers which have not been 

raised they are required to refer these to the Lead Assessment Writer. 

 

It must be stressed that a mark scheme is a working document, in many cases further developed and 

expanded on the basis of students’ reactions to a particular paper.  Assumptions about future mark 

schemes on the basis of one year’s document should be avoided; whilst the guiding principles of 

assessment remain constant, details will change, depending on the content of a particular 

examination paper. 
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Unit 1 
 

Criteria for Assessment 

The assessment objectives will be allocated in the following way. 
 

  % of AS Marks 

AO2 

AO3 

Response to written language 

Knowledge of grammar 

75 

25 

75 

25 

 TOTAL 100 100 

 

 
The marks will be allocated in the following way. 

 

 AO2 AO3 

Section 1 

Section 2 

Section 3 

35 

10 

30 

10 

 

15 
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Section 1 
 

Insert [ 

 

Q Accept Mark Reject / Notes 

1 sqluj wir]a we gNwe paxI nal lokA ¥ bhuq Kqrnak ibmarI]A 

l<g rhI]A hn . 

1  

 

Q Accept Mark Reject / Notes 

2  luiW]axe Sihr wa gNwa paxI izs iv<c pE irha hE . (1) 

 PEktrI]A wa qeZabI paxI izs iv<c iml irha hE . (1) 

2    

 

Q Accept Mark Reject / Notes 

3(i) lok Kqrnak ibmarI]A we iSkar ho rhe hn . 1  

 

Q Accept Mark Reject / Notes 

3(ii) lok pRwUiSq paxI nal [ugazI]A sbZI]A / PslA KAwee hn . 1  

 

Q Accept Mark Reject / Notes 

4 jIv-jNqU]A wI]A kzI iksmA Kqm ho gzI]A hn . 1  

 

Q Accept Mark Reject / Notes 

5  hazIkort ne izh qeZabI paxI wir]a iv<c pa[ux wI 
mnahI kIqI sI . (1) 

 kzI PEktrI]A bNw ho gzI]A sn . (1) 

2  

 

Q Accept Mark Reject / Notes 

6 kuJ PEktrI]A we malk irSvq we ke izh hukm mNnx qoM bc jAwe 
hn . 

1  
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Q Accept Mark Reject / Notes 

7 WrqI heTla paxI vI gNwa ho ig]a hE . 1  

 

Q Accept Mark Reject / Notes 

8  kI: paxI saP krke PslA lzI vrqx yog bna[uxa cahuNwI hE . 

(1) 

karn:  bu<De nale we ]ale-wu]ale wI ZmIn qe lokA ne gEr-kanUNnI 

kbZe kIqe hoze hn . (1) 

2  

 

Q Accept Mark Reject / Notes 

9  srkar ¥ gNwa paxI wir]a iv<c pa[ux qe rok la[uxI  cahIwI    

hE . 

1  

 

Q Accept Mark Reject / Notes 

10(i) SurU     Any Appropriate sentence in Panjabi 2  

10(ii) ba]w/mgroM     Any Appropriate sentence in Panjabi 2  

10(iii) nOkr     Any Appropriate sentence in Panjabi 2  

10(iv) [uprla     Any Appropriate sentence in Panjabi 2  

10(v) jaizZ     Any Appropriate sentence in Panjabi 2  

 Total 10 marks 

 

Q Accept Mark Reject / Notes 

11  mihman ]a[ux qe lokA ¥ bhuq KuSI huNwI sI . (1) 

 lok mihmanA wI seva krna cNge BagA valI g<l smJwe  

sI . (1) 

 izNna ]anNw maxwe sI ik smA bhuq jlwI bIq jAwa sI . 

(1) 

2 Any two of 
three required  
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Q Accept Mark Reject / Notes 

12(i) T      TIk 1  

12(ii) g    glq 1  

12(iii) T      TIk 1  

12(iv) ?      pqa nhIM 1  

12(v) g    glq 1  

Total 5 marks 

 

Q Accept Mark Reject / Notes 

13(i) ca] cfHna 1  

13(ii) suBag 1  

13(iii) siqkar 1  

13(iv) mafI 1  

13(v) mZbUq 1  

Total 5 marks 

 
Total marks 35 + 10 marks Knowledge of Grammar AO3 

Total for Section 1 = 45 marks 

 

Marks Knowledge of Grammar (AO3) 

9-10 The knowledge and use of most structures is good. There are still some 

inaccuracies, but these are usually in attempts at more complex structures. 

7-8 The manipulation of basic structures is generally sound. There are attempts to 

use more complex structures, but not always successfully. 

5-6 There is some awareness of structure. There are still basic errors but 

communication is generally maintained. 

3-4 The level of manipulation of structures and the number of errors make 

comprehension difficult. 

0-2 Shows very limited grasp of grammatical structure. Errors are such that 

communication is seriously impaired. 
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Section 2 
 

Translation into English 
 
Some people think that young Panjabi people who live in England can stay connected with their 

culture through Panjabi music. This does not seem right, because dancing to bhangra music is not 

enough to stay connected with the Panjabi culture. Nowadays, bad language is used in some 

Panjabi songs. It is essential to know the history and traditions of the Panjab to understand Panjabi 

culture. 

 

Knowledge of the language is most important in understanding all these things. Therefore, efforts 

should be made to teach Panjabi to young people in every city. Panjabi teachers can only develop 

Panjabi language by using new methods to teach children. 
 

Marks Response to Written Language (AO2) 

9-10 Very good understanding of the original, and translated accurately in 

language that has a wide range of vocabulary. Excellent spelling, 

punctuation and grammar. 

7-8 Shows good understanding of the original, and translated in language 

that has a wide range of vocabulary. Accurate, with only a few minor 

errors in spelling, punctuation and grammar. 

5-6 Shows satisfactory understanding of the original, and translated in 

language that has a limited range of vocabulary. Errors in spelling, 

punctuation and grammar are intrusive and affect comprehension. 

3-4 Shows poor understanding of the original, and translated in language 

that has a very limited range of vocabulary. Errors in spelling, 

punctuation and grammar impede comprehension. 

0-2 Little or nothing of merit. 

 
Total for Section 2 = 10 marks 
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Section 3 

Candidates are expected to elaborate on these points in their article. If they write something 

relevant to the sub-topic, that will be awarded marks as well. 

 

iv]ah we rIqI-irvajA bare quhade ivcar  

 cNge lgwe hn/cNge nhIM lgwe 

 ipCokf wa ih<sa 

 pCax wa Kas ]Ng 

 

hotl jA pEilsA iv<c iv]ah krn we karn 

 QA wI Gat 

  iZ]awa lok 

 San nal / WUmWam nal 

 

]apxe iv]ah wI rsm bare quhade suJa] 

 sWarn / WUmWam nal 

 smaj iv<c lokA wI]A g<lA 

 Warimk p<K 

 

mihNge iv]ahA we pirvar qe ]sr 

 Krc bhuq ho jAwa hE 

 sarI [umr wI kmazI 

 maqa ipqa ¥ iPkr 

 

pNjabI smaj iv<c vW rhe qlakA we karn 

 sihnSIlqa wI Gat 

 ivcarA wa na imlxa 

 pirvar wa wKl  
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Section 3 

 

Marks Response to Written Language (AO2) 

25-30 Relevant points are clearly made. The answer is focused on the 
question and offers ideas which are logically and clearly developed.  
Good personal reaction, usually justified. 

19-24 The answer is generally on the subject, with a number of relevant 
points, but not always appropriately supported. 

13-18 Some relevant points are made, ideas are not clearly organised. Some 
reaction is evident, but points made are not always justified or 
illustrated. The answer generally lacks a clear focus. 

6-12 A limited number of points are made, many of which are vague or 
irrelevant.  No justification for points made. 

0-5 There is little or nothing of relevance. A zero score will automatically 
result in zero for the question as a whole. 

 

Marks Knowledge of Grammar (AO3) 

12-15 The knowledge and use of most structures is good. There are still some 

inaccuracies, but these are usually in attempts at more complex 

structures. 

8-11 The manipulation of basic structures is generally sound. There are 

attempts to use more complex structures, but not always successfully. 

5-7 There is some awareness of structure. There are still basic errors but 

communication is generally maintained. 

2-4 The level of manipulation of structures and the number of errors make 

comprehension difficult. 

0-1 Shows very limited grasp of grammatical structure. Errors are such that 

communication is seriously impaired. 

 
 

Total for Section 3 = 45 marks 
 

Total for Unit 1 = 100 marks 
 
 




